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“We vouch for nothing and stand our ground”


________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________



The Season of War


The Declaimer received the following from a mid-level official in the Bush Administration who wishes to remain anonymous.  Knowing nothing of his/her motives, we leave it to our readers to judge whether the essay’s irony is intentional or inadvertent.


The United States is going to war.
         
The President is resolute.  The Secretary of State has presented our case.  The Secretary of Defense is chipper.  Our three hundred thousand troops are poised on Saddam’s borders.  Our ships and aircraft and missiles are ready.  Our security is threatened, and we are going to war.
         
Saddam will not admit that he has dangerous weapons.  Saddam is a liar, a master of tricks.  The President has warned him and warned him.  The United States does not lie.  Our bombs and missiles and troops are no trick.  We declare ourselves honestly to Saddam and the world.  Reluctantly, as a last resort, we are going to war.
         
His missiles can fly farther by 30 kilometers than he said they could.  He was instructed to destroy them, or face war.  Now, though he is destroying them, we are not fooled.  Destroying the missiles is one of his tricks.  The inspectors who found the missiles continue to inspect, but inspections are not working.  Inspections are not relevant.  The President is resolute.  We are going to war.
         
Saddam cannot be contained.  He has invaded no neighbor and launched no missile since we went to war twelve years ago, but this is misinterpreted by the unresolute.  This is not containment but the illusion of containment.  We cannot trust Saddam.  He has forced us to act.  The world’s security is threatened.  To preserve the peace, we are going to war.      

We go not alone.  Spain and Bulgaria are with us, and our best friend England.  We have asked the United Nations to go with us, but the U. N. has been tricked by Saddam.  The U. N. is not resolute, and therefore it is not relevant.  We do not need it.  
         
We do not need Spain or Bulgaria or England, for that matter, because we are the strongest of nations.  Others only slow us in the field.  Their weapons are less excellent than ours.  As the mightiest military power in the world, alone if we must, reluctantly, as a last resort, we now go to war for the sake of the world that refuses to go with us.    

War is never inexpensive.  At home we have tightened our belts.  Some of us are hungry, some of us are ill with no medicine, some of our schools are closing, but Americans know that our cause is worth such sacrifices.  Our security is threatened.  We must be resolute.  We will spend treasure to pursue this war, and we will borrow more if we need to, because freedom is our way of life, and freedom is worth any cost.  
         
We shall win the war.  We shall vanquish Saddam, and his people will cheer in the streets.  We care for his people more than he does.  Though some unfortunately will die in the war, the others will cheer because they too know that freedom is worth any cost, and if they do not know, they will learn.  We shall win the war, and the people will thank us, and even if the people do not thank us, we are right and we are going to war.
         
The President is resolute.  The Secretary of State is stern.  The Secretary of Defense is chipper.  On radio and TV, weapons and strategy are being discussed.  Will we take the oil fields first?  Will we bomb the cities right away, or bomb them at the end?  How long will it take us to win?  A week?  A month?  
         
Some worry that time is a problem.  Because the nations have not been resolute, and because—sadly—some Americans are not resolute, we are behind schedule for going to war.  Will it be too hot in Saddam’s desert for our troops to fight?  Will vicious sandstorms impede our effort?  Are we missing the season for going to war?
         
But time is a problem only for the weak, and the United States is not weak.  Our troops are the best.  Our ships and aircraft and missiles are poised.  Reluctantly, as a last resort.  We are given no choice.  He has not disarmed.  Our security is threatened.  He continues to lie.  Inspections aren’t working.  We will sacrifice.  He cannot be contained.  We will pay any price.  He threatens the peace.  Freedom is at stake.  He has had every chance.  We will fight for peace.  His time has run out.  
         
The president is resolute.  Our plans have been made.  All is now ready, and when the United States of America is ready, the season of war has arrived.


________________________________________________________________________




Does Poetry Have a Place?


In the spirit of the season, the Declaimer offers the following poem by the late Philip Larkin, former poet laureate of England.  Larkin is perhaps better known for his poem that includes the lines (as best we remember), “They fuck you up, your mum and dad, / They don’t mean to, but they do….”  The Declaimer recommends that poem to its readers, particularly those still in therapy, but finds this very different poem more suitable to our present need.

               
              The Explosion

On the day of the explosion
Shadows pointed towards the pithead:
In the sun the slagheap slept.

Down the lane came men in pitboots
Coughing oath-edged talk and pipe-smoke,
Shouldering off the freshened silence.

One chased after rabbits; lost them;
Came back with a nest of lark’s eggs;
Showed them; lodged them in the grasses.

So they passed in beards and moleskins,
Fathers, brothers, nicknames, laughter, 
Through the tall gates standing open.

At noon, there came a tremor; cows
Stopped chewing for a second; sun,
Scarfed as in a heat-haze, dimmed.

The dead go on before us, they
Are sitting in God’s house in comfort,
We shall see them face to face—

Plain as lettering in the chapels
It was said, and for a second
Wives saw the men of the explosion

Larger than in life they managed—
Gold as on a coin, or walking
Somehow from the sun towards them, 

One showing the eggs unbroken.
The Future Is Ours at Last


The Declaimer notes with contempt the treatment accorded our good state Oregon in the effete yuppie-leftist comic strip called “Doonesbury.”  It is a high honor to be excoriated by such trash as that.  It will, of course, whip to strident new heights the wailful choruses of do-gooders that have been sounding incessantly in Oregon since the defeat of Measure 28, the most recent scheme to plunge the hand of state government still deeper into the taxpayers’ pocket.  

Thank God the stalwart voters retained their sanity and were not seduced by the wailers!  Our backbone and integrity were at stake.  Now, at last, we shall create a fiscally responsible society, a society truly of the twenty-first century.
         
The wailers, like “Doonesbury,” wail loudest about education.  How can we possibly cut further? they cry.  How tragic that we must eliminate art and music, close some schools and increase class sizes in others, shorten the school year, reduce teacher pay.  Rubbish!  Why should education be exempt from the market forces that govern every other human concern?  Efficiency is the standard.  Adapt and downsize, or get out of the business.
         
The whining teachers must accept whatever class size the market bestows upon them, whether that be five or fifty.  They have had it too easy in any case, cashing fat checks and vacationing all summer while the rest of us have been working.  Art and music, for their part, are inessential trifles long overdue for oblivion, and surely there is yet more claptrap that should be rooted out of school curricula.  
         
Some mush-headed saps are moaning how unfair it is that public defenders may not be available for indigents charged with crimes.  Read my lips: America is a pay-as-you-go country, and Oregon, at last, is a pay-as-you-go state.  Why should some low-life creep have the benefit of a lawyer for free?  Why should he be entitled to a lawyer at all, for that matter?  In the unlikely event that he didn’t commit the crime he is charged with, he no doubt committed others.  That’s the sort he is.  Put him away.
         
But we can’t, you protest.  Jails and prisons are releasing inmates as they scale back under the new fiscal regimen.  Oh, stop trembling in your Birkenstocks.  Any householders worthy of living in this great state know how to protect themselves against a few wandering criminals.  If you’re not willing to invest in the firepower, or if you’re not willing to use it, you deserve whatever befalls you.  Go back to your commune and chant with the flower children.
         
As for the much-lamented reductions in services to the disabled, people in state-supported nursing homes and assisted living facilities, Oregon Health Plan prescription drug users, and the like—no one wants the old and infirm to suffer, but why should it be the duty of the state to support them?  Wailers, when will you get it that we, the taxpayers, simply cannot afford it?  
         
In some cultures the elderly are left behind when they fail, with warm clothing and three days’ food, as the tribe moves on.  Why not re-institute this humane and practical custom by establishing drop-off sites at rest areas along Interstate 5?  There, attended by volunteers or prisoner work crews, the oldsters and other helpless could finish their lives with dignity and dispatch in the company of their own kind.
         
And please, please, do not insult my intelligence with woeful tales of the “mentally ill” who will lose their treatment or have to leave their institutions.  They are nothing but fakers who have cunningly attached themselves like ticks to the Oregon body politic.  Let the deadbeats fend for themselves.  If they won’t work, there are still plenty of unclaimed street corners where they can beg with cardboard signs.  Go ahead, you sentimental liberals—ladle your dollars into their grubby hands.
         
My friends, we stand at the threshold of a new day.  Our state of Oregon, corrupted these last few decades by big-spending do-gooders, has reasserted itself as the vanguard of American societal evolution.  Our ship is the New Oregon, she is a tight ship, and she will take us as far as we aspire. 
         
There will always be wailers, of course.  For some good laughs, travel to Salem and watch them marching with their silly signs and scare stories, their spurious appeals to our emotions.  Search out my favorite, a woman so very serious and sensitive-looking that she must be a teacher.  You’ll understand just how deranged, contemptible, and pathetic these people are when you look at her sign.  “IT’S NOT THE FOOT,” the sign reads, “WE’RE SHOOTING OURSELVES IN THE HEART.”


________________________________________________________________________



The Mail Drop


Dear Declaimer:

You’d think a certain serious writer who spends a lot of time in very cold climates wouldn’t laugh heartily about rural life, but he did—sitting here at my kitchen table guffawing over your newsletter (Vol. 1, No. 1).  I had many chuckles, too, but did wonder:

Where are the recipes?

Looking forward to the next issue….

Debra Gwartney
Eugene, Oregon
(The Declaimer, alas, has no ready response for Ms. Gwartney, but will cook something up. –Ed.)


Dear Declaimer:

I proclaim that I’d like to claim the Declaimer on a regular basis (or as regular a basis as you deem fit to publish).  What a great idea; it’s the kind of discussion of local culture that I find missing most of the time in other media.

Greg McLauchlan
University Senate President, 2002-03
University of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon 


To the Disclaimer:

Kindly keep this rot out of my mailbox.  It’s well known that you haven’t worked a real job in twenty years, or is it thirty?  Who the hell is funding you now?  Get a life.

James J. Kilpatrick
Washington, D.C.  


To the Declaimer:

The Declaimer, Vol. 1, No. 2, is the best, funniest magazine to come to this house in quite a while.  That a whole magazine staff could manage so much sanity all at the same time is surely a new breakthrough for group dynamics.

Wendell Berry
Port Royal, Kentucky


________________________________________________________________________



Keeping an Eye on the Bong
         

In these stressful times for all Americans, it is reassuring to know that federal authorities are not lying down on the job here at home.  All in Lane County can rest easier knowing that the Drug Enforcement Administration, at the behest of Attorney General John Ashcroft, has successfully apprehended two local glass artists and put them out of business.  Indeed, all Americans can rest easier.  The local bust was part of a nationwide crackdown that delivered more than 50 resounding indictments across the land.
         
How shocking to learn, in Mr. Ashcroft’s words, that “the illegal drug paraphernalia industry has invaded the homes of families across the country without their knowledge.”  Our homes!  And here we thought that the direst threats were swarthy young men in crop dusters, airline passengers who fumble with their feet, and of course the mustachioed Saddam Hussein, the fellow behind all our troubles.  
         
As we would expect from a good public servant, the Attorney General has done a thorough job.  Concerned that the glass artists might contrive to ply their evil trade from their jail cells, Mr. Ashcroft had the DEA seize six properties belonging to them, including their retail business and the home of one of them, as well as at least two bank accounts.  These scoundrels have no right to own any property, including their own.  It is unfortunate, in a state that leads the nation in unemployment, that several hundred persons who worked for the arrested pair or in similar industry had to be laid off, but the War on Drugs, like the War on Iraq and the War on Terrorism, requires sacrifices of us all.  They are the price we pay for our free way of life.
         
The Declaimer is concerned, however, that the Attorney General, a deeply moral man who has evidently made no errant steps in life, may not know the full extent to which drug paraphernalia have invaded American homes.  Glass art, reliable sources inform us, represents only a fraction of the evil.  We are given reason to believe that this very day, in Eugene and across Lane County and the entire country, men, women, and children are smoking marijuana in devices made of clay, briar, corn cob, plastic, copper, window screening, tin cans, apples, and—most insidious of all—toilet paper tubes!
         
Mr. Ashcroft has more work to do.  We are confident that he is up to the job.  


________________________________________________________________________



The National Bird


Of the several nominations for a new national bird the Declaimer has received, we offer the following as our favorites.


National Bird?

Not wishing to duck on important issues, nor quail in the face of my civic duty, I offer three candidates as possible replacements for the bald eagle:

The crossbill, to commemorate those masters of spin who speak out of both sides of their mouth while simultaneously misdirecting everyone’s attention.

The cowbird, which exemplifies that segment of society which lays its fowl eggs in the nests of unwitting co-workers, unwary neighbors, the next generation, or the next administration.

The spoonbill, a mascot for those who evolve to bottom feed, whether at the public trough or upon those hapless folks who, through no fault of their own, happen to exist in the lower economic strata of our society.

—Mac Johnson
                                                                Oxbow-on-the-Long Tom, Oregon


On Giving Us the Bird

What could be more fitting than to recognize the common starling as the National Bird of the United States of America?  After all, Sturnus vulgaris was first introduced to this continent from Europe for the most frivolous of reasons: to remind the human colonists of “home.”  Now, being both prolific and gregarious, it has established itself from coast to coast to such a degree that it threatens the survival of several native species, among them, in the Northwest, the western bluebird, whose nest holes it takes over.  Furthermore, it is a plagiarist, imitating the calls and whistles of other birds, as it has no melodic song of its own.  An interloper, an opportunist of the worst sort, it gangs up on blueberry bushes or cherry trees to strip them in short order.  Then, a glutton, it comes back for more.  It will not leave us alone.

—Joseph Green
                                                               Longview, Washington


A Note on Behalf of the American Dipper

I nominate the American dipper, alias water ouzel.  Even though these unusual songbirds inhabit only stream channels of the mountain West, their admirable characteristics transcend geographic bounds.  For instance, when conditions turn harsh, dippers don’t flee south.  In the coldest months of winter, creeks echo with their energetic songs.  Both males and females dance with equal footing, and—eschewing simplistic dualism—clothe themselves in shades of gray, the color of truth, according to Andre Gide.  This, as well as vision that depends on seeing through more than one lens, allows dippers a clear and balanced perspective in both air and water.  Their security derives from integration into a multifaceted habitat rather than domination by beak and talon.  And finally, the dippers’ 
modest size and streamlined shape give them solid standing in currents that would sweep 


away larger, bulkier organisms.

—Tim Fox
                                                                   McKenzie Bridge, Oregon


________________________________________________________________________



The First Trillium


                           Since brass, nor stone, nor earth, nor boundless sea
                           But sad mortality o’er-sways their power,
                           How with this rage shall beauty hold a plea,
                           Whose action is no stronger than a flower?

                                                            —William Shakespeare
                                                                 from Sonnet 65


Each early spring we watch for it, half-doubting it will come—the fragile stem upspearing with its three broad leaves to unfold, and later the three white petals above the leaves.  And then others, in their familiar places and some years in a new place, holding quiet in the lighted shade of the Douglas firs.  They remember themselves this spring as in each spring past, an insistence of the dark soil.  Again, they say, again, softly shining in the slight rain.  As our government sends war, again, a quarter-round of the world away, we watch for the trillium because we cannot help but watch, because we would answer their faithfulness with our own.  In every unfolding flower, in every breeze and every storm, in every human face, we would learn to recognize—again, because again we have forgotten—beauty’s small, silent, perennial plea. 



________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
                                       

The Winter Creek Declaimer is published irregularly in the public disinterest.  The Winter Creek Declaimer is the original Winter Creek Declaimer and the only Winter Creek Declaimer authorized to publish under the title Winter Creek Declaimer.    

It is the Declaimer’s philosophy that every effort should be made to fuse fact with opinion and truth with fiction, and that attitude is the soul of good writing, which the Declaimer does not purport to provide.  The Declaimer is 100% guaranteed.  If any reader is not satisfied with the Declaimer, the Declaimer will cheerfully refund full purchase price plus ten percent.  

The Declaimer is a party to the Kyoto Global Warming Treaty and is closely associated with the Industrial Workers of the World.  No live animals are injured or mistreated in its production other than those slaughtered and eaten for dinner.    

The Winter Creek Declaimer is distributed free of charge as a Rich Text Format electronic mail attachment and is also distributed in printed form by U. S. mail to the technologically quaint.  (The quaint may be assessed a nominal postage fee at year’s end.)  If you feel you are receiving the Declaimer in error, prove it.  The Declaimer reserves the right to refuse service to anyone and recognizes the right of no one to refuse its service.  

If you know someone who should be receiving the Declaimer, kindly forward your copy and advise recipient to seek subscription at one of the addresses below.  Or, provide the Declaimer with the electronic or postal address where the Declaimer should be sent.  If you have received this copy in print and would like to receive the next issue electronically, notify the Declaimer.  

The Declaimer does not transact business over the telephone.  

Material published in the Winter Creek Declaimer may be quoted free of charge so long as the Winter Creek Declaimer is cited as the source.  The Declaimer is an equal opportunity performer.  All rights deserved.


The Winter Creek Declaimer
23030 W. Sheffler Road
Elmira, OR 97437

Jfd48@aol.com  

 








 







  
             
                                



